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Abstract. This paper analyzes the processes of removing coal from the area of its dislodging 

and loading the disintegrated mass onto face conveyors by auger heads of shearer-loader 

machines. The loading process is assumed to consist of four subprocesses: dislodging coal, 

removal of the disintegrated mass by auger blades from the crushing area, passive 

transportation of the disintegrated mass, and forming the load flow on the bearing surface of a 

face conveyor. Each of the considered subprocesses is different in its physical nature, the 

number of factors influencing it, and can be complex or multifactor. Possibilities of improving 

the efficiency of loading coal onto a face conveyor are addressed. The selected criteria of 

loading efficiency are load rate, specific energy consumption, and coal size reduction. 

Efficiency is improved by reducing the resistance to movement of the disintegrated mass 

during loading by increasing the area of the loading window section and the volume of the 

loading area on the conveyor, as well as by coordination of intensity of flows related to the 

considered processes in local areas.  

1. Introduction.  

Presently, the most popular coal mining machines in industrially developed countries are narrow-web 

shearer-loader machines with auger heads. Auger heads (AH) are characterized by simplicity of 

design, reliability, and combination of operations of coal body crushing, its removal from crushing 

area and loading onto a conveyor [1, 2, 3]. However, recent years brought forth substantial 

contradictions in development of underground coal mining processes in fully-mechanized longwalls: 

the rapid increase in shearer performance and extraction volume, on the one hand, and the excessive 

growth of fine-grained coal volume (up to 40% of total volume [4, 5]) in the final yield - on the other.  

Such situation is connected with insufficient loading capability of the tools that follow the 

machine's path caused by the low area of the loading window, which limits the machine's maximum 

performance and leads to further crushing of coal during its loading onto a conveyor in confined 

conditions.  

An increase in efficiency of loading coal by shearer machine heads onto face conveyors in fully-

mechanized longwalls (FML) was previously achieved by different means depending on coal 

extraction conditions: from thin [6], thick [2], flat or inclined [7] seams, by longwall [8, 9] or 

shortwall [10] mining. This research addresses the process of loading coal by shearer-loader AH onto 

a conveyor during longwall face mining of moderately thick flat seams, where the bulk of coal is 

mined underground. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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In the practice of mining operations, the increase in efficiency of the considered loading and 

transportation operations was achieved by three different methods: by advancing the actual auger 

tools of the extracting machine [1, 2], designing auxiliary sill cleaning equipment in the form of 

plowshares translationally moved behind AH and plowshares mated to the armored face conveyor. 

With the rise in the intensity of FML coal mining, especially in technology-demanding coal 

seams, drawbacks of AHs that follow the machine's path substantially set back the efficiency [1, 11]. 

The fact that disintegrated mass is incompletely loaded on the conveyor leads to additional crushing 

of coal and formation of fine-grained dust, including flying dust that is dangerous both according to 

sanitary regulations and explosion hazard, as well as to increased specific power consumption in the 

process of loading. That being the case, unsatisfactory sill cleaning leads to systematic delay in 

conveyor movement to web width and, consequently, a decrease of the operating load of the mine 

face. Conveyor delay leads to distortion of its grid structure and face line, which deteriorates the 

conditions for moving the machine to the next shearing step and decreases the reliability of the whole 

mining process. This is the reason that makes research aimed at improving the process of loading 

coal onto a face conveyor by FHs of shearer-loader machines currently important. 

The main idea of improving the addressed process can be expressed as follows: "the shorter the 

path of disintegrated rock to a conveyor, the lower its resistance to transportation, and the lesser the 

time the rock is within the auger operation area, the less intense the coal crushing, dust formation, and 

the higher the grade of extracted coal and the more efficient the loading process".  

While analyzing the process of loading, it is worth noting its general complexity, dependence on 

multiple factors, and substantial difference of processes in contiguous spatial areas (Fig. 1): Area I: 

dislodging coal; Area II: removal of disintegrated rock by auger blades from the crushing area; Area 

III: passive transportation of the rock mass; Area IV: forming the load flow on the conveyor. This 

makes it necessary to address the processes in each area, determining input and output parameters, 

understanding the nature of processes, establishing equations between the input and output 

parameters and the processes in sequentially contigouous areas. 
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Figure 1. Loading process areas: 1 − conveyor; 2 − auger; 3 − coal seam;  

I − coal dislodging; II − removal of disintegrated mass by blades;    III − passive transportation of 

disintegrated mass; IV − forming the load flow on the conveyor 
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2. Area I  
Encompasses the process of dislodging coal by a machine tool by means of web-shearing by crescent-

shaped shearers. This is the main process in mining mineral products using shearer machines. It is the 

most researched, formalized, and can be represented by conditions of its intensity, formation of grade 

composition, and specific power costs [11, 12, 13]. 

Performance (intensity) of coal dislodging is determined according to formula [11, 13]: 

1 п з csQ v B H     , m
3
/min,                             (1) 

where vп is shearing velocity, m/s;  B3 is web width, m;  is coal fragmentation factor ( = 1.6); Нcs 

is thickness of the coal seam destructed by the tool, m.  

Grade composition of disintegrated mass can be calculated using the expression [11]: 
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where kca is the indicator of reduced power of coal aggregation for AH; тi is coal comminution 

property; dc is the defining grade (sieve size). 

Specific power costs can be determined according to formula [4, 6]: 
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where P is the power consumed by the machine's engines from the mains network, kWt. 

There also are other equations, power and energy characteristics that affect the processes of 

kinematic and power parameters.  

Input parameters of the process under consideration are the values of parameters that characterize 

the strength properties of a coal seam ( ,Aпл  E, a, etc. [13]), mine face parameter values (Вз , Нcs, γ, 

etc.), the layout of tool bits in the AH and operating mode (vп , vр). It is rational to consider the output 

parameters as the criteria of the process efficiency ( Q1, W-d и Hw). 

The analysis performed indicates that this process is sufficiently researched and formalized. The 

variable values that affect the intensity of the process are the velocity of feed vп , cutting velocity vр 

and web width Bз. 

 

3. In Area II  
The disintegrated mass is transported by a screw auger from the crushing area to the load section. 

This process can be represented by equations of intensity (performance) and specific energy 

consumption [11, 10, 14]. 

Maximum (theoretical) auger performance can be determined according to expressions [10, 13]: 

2 2[ ( ) ]
4
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       , m
3
/min,                     (4) 

where nrot is auger rotation velocity, s
-1

; DAHD is the equivalent diameter of the tool, m; dAHD is an 

auger hub diameter, m; Ш is an auger flight gauge, m; NЗ is the number of Archimedean screws; Kз is 

auger load ratio; S is auger blade twist, m; с is the coefficient that factors in conveyor inclination; αA is 

the auger flight elevation angle in degrees, A

AHD

S
arctg
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Power consumption of transportation via the screw auger can be assessed by the dependency [1]: 
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where Sсл is the cross section area of the coal layer before loading, m
2
; S1 is the same after loading, 

m
2
; M is torque during loading operation modes: n

rot

v
M A B

n
  , N·m. Here A, B are empirical 

coefficients of the regression equation. 

The input parameters of the process are the output parameters in Area I (Q1, 1dW ), AH design 

parameters (DAHD , dA,A, S, NЗ, αA), and operating mode parameters (nrot,vп).  

The output parameters are auger effective output Q2, grade composition 2dW  and specific power 

consumption 2wH  for transportation.  

Operation of front-loading AH has a distinctive feature showing that the axial material flow is 

formed along the entire web width (auger length). The critical moment in this case is the blade 

winding angle, the value of the coefficient of friction of the disintegrated coal mass during movement 

along the blades, moisture, auger direction and turning speed, and availability of the retaining pad 

(casing) that holds the material within the working area of the auger blades. Under all working modes, 

AH transportation performance QAP must be more than the AH performance in coal seam destruction 

Q1.  

The process in the considered area is sufficiently studied and the methods of calculating the 

removal process parameters and auger parameters are justified. However, the effect of the auger load 

degree on the nature of coal fragment movement, circulation, and further fragmentation is studied 

insufficiently. 

Area III covers the passive transportation of disintegrated mass from the auger's unloading section 

to the conveyor's receiving edge under output pressure created by the spinning auger. 

Here, the input parameters of the process are the output parameters from Area II: the intensity of 

movement and flow pressure at auger output, geometric parameters of the auger and the relative 

position of the machine, the conveyor, and the loading plowshare within the space of the longwall. 

The output parameters of this process are the intensity of disintegrated mass movement in Area III 

(Q3, m
3
/min) and the amount of not loaded coal that remains in the sill (q3., m

3
/min). 

The main features of the process in Area III are the changeability of loading window dimensions 

(So), the distance between the auger and the conveyor (L), and seam inclination (αп), which are taken 

as their mean values or proceeding from the design and performance data of the machines and other 

equipment (Fig. 2). This process is insufficiently studied and can only be represented by the 

correlation of values: 

− volume of the mass transported in Area III and that of the mass that was not loaded and left in the 

sill: 

32.3 qQQ  , m
3
/min.                                               (6)  

− specific quantity of the coal not loaded depending on the feed velocity: 

3 п nlq v F  , m
3
/min, 

where vп is feed velocity, m/min; Fnl is the cross section area of the coal not loaded, m
2
 (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Layout of the AH and the conveyor 

 

It is most difficult to prevent coal spillage in the gap between the auger and the conveyor. 

Efficiency of the process of transportation in this area depends on the gap between the auger and the 

conveyor, the loading window area, feed speed of the shearer-loader machine, and seam inclination. 

The dependencies that represent the loading process are, as a rule, represented to ensure the loading 

of the entire rock mass that is transported by the auger. It is desirable to have the loading window 

wider than the actual section area of the coal flow (Sf.fact) at the auger output Sо ≥ Sf.fact. Thus, according 

to K. N. Belikova [3], an increase of the gap from 175 to 375 mm decreases the load efficiency factor 

more than 2 times. 

This way, this process is complex, highly unstable, and the least researched one among the 

processes considered. There are no clear techniques to calculate this process's intensity and power 

consumption, and to determine the strength characteristics and dimensions of the loading window. 

The process's complexity and the randomness of forming the values of its parameters necessitate 

experimental studies and simulation of these processes. 

 

4. Area IV 

Shapes the load flow on a conveyor. The input parameters are the output parameters of the process in 

Area III (Q3), the shape and dimensions of the face conveyor (Bc, Нc), values of the AH and the 

conveyor operating mode (vah, vс).  

The output parameters are the shape and flow section dimensions, and the load flow intensity on 

the conveyor (in Area IV) Q4, m
3
/min. 

The conveyor performance can be represented by the dependence [13]:
 

maxК add сQ К F v   , m
3
/min,             (7) 

where vс is the conveyor belt movement velocity, m/min.; К is the fill factor; Fadd is the coal flow 

cross section area on the conveyor, m
2
. 

This process depends on many parameters: seam inclination, movement velocities and directions of 

the conveyor belt and the shearer-loader machine, the shape and the section of the belt, etc. That is, 

this process is insufficiently studied. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The degree of influence of this or that particular factor on the process in each particular area can be 

both substantial and negligible and depends on their combination. This presupposes the necessity of 

comprehensive study of the loading process in general. 

Proceeding from the above-mentioned information, the following conclusions can be made: 
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− the researched process of loading coal by AH on a conveyor should be considered as consisting 

of four different processes: coal dislodging, unloading of disintegrated mass by auger blades, passive 

transportation of the disintegrated mass, and forming the load flow on a conveyor; 

− all the processes, according to their physical and mechanical nature, can be considered as 

complex, and, according to the factors involved, multifactor ones, which is why it is necessary to use 

the complex research method that includes simulation and experimentation; 

− the least studied processes are those of passive transportation of disintegrated mass and forming 

the load flow on a conveyor; 

− it is rational to determine the dependence of the coal transportation process in the passive 

transportation area on the value of the gap between the auger and the conveyor, and the loading 

window area. 
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